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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions  

 Based on the findings the conclusion of the research can be draw as 

following: 

1. After analyzing the data, the researcher found the types of speech function in 

the news broadcast of the radio Kardopa there were statements were always 

applied as the first organized in the news broadcast of radio Kardopa Medan. 

The commands were usually applied as the second organized in the news 

broadcast of radio Kardopa Medan. The questions were often applied as the 

third organized in the news broadcast of radio Kardopa Medan. And offers 

were sometimes applied as the fourth organized in the news broadcast of radio 

Kardopa Medan.  

2. The researcher found the speech function realized in mood in the news 

broadcast of the radio Kardopa Medan there were statements realized 

declaratives were always used in the news broadcast, commands realized 

imperatives were usually used in the news broadcast, questions realized 

interrogatives were often used in the news broadcast. Meanwhile, the new 

findings offers realized indicatives were sometimes used in the news broadcast 

with divided offers realized declaratives were high, offers realized imperatives 

were medium, offers realized interrogatives were low.  

3. The reasons in this study found the typical speech function role and 

commodity in the news broadcast in the ways there were giving clause, 
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demanding clause, information clause, and good & services clause. It found 

the typical speech function role and commodity there were commodity 

information: statements, role demanding:, role giving: statements, role 

demanding: commands, role giving: offers, commodity good & services: 

commands, commodity good & services: offers, and commodity information: 

questions. In these findings typical speech function commodity as the 

dominant there were commodity information: statements were always used in 

their ways producted clauses in the news broadcast of the radio Kardopa 

Medan. 

 

5.2 Suggestions  

 The findings of this study has been related in the speech function in the 

news broadcast could be social perception realized in the speech function, English 

teaching source in the speech function, theories learning in the speech function, 

and learning design in the speech function. Based on the findings identifying, 

analyzing, and the reasons above the researcher gave suggestions to:   

1. To readers and announcers can apply the findings as source and basic to 

understand the speech function in their life so that this study can develop 

sustainably in other subjects. 

2. To researchers can have new idea to research by using apply speech function 

to compare English learning as foreign language with English learning as 

second language so the public can have chance to choose their method to 

learning English in speech function.  
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3. To students and lecturers can use this study to realize social perception, 

English teaching source, theories learning and learning design of speech 

function especially when they give the news to others usefully by using speech 

function well.  

 

 


